2 DVD Package Set

**The Imam and the Pastor** is an award-winning film that depicts the astonishing reconciliation between Imam Muhammad Ashafa and Pastor James Wuye, and the peace-making initiatives which have flowed from it. The film shows that it is possible for the perpetrators of inter-religious violence to become instigators of peace. It is both a story of forgiveness and a case study of grass-root initiatives to rebuild communities torn apart by conflict. (39 min DVD)

**An African Answer** depicts the Imam and Pastor’s dramatic bid to bring healing and reconciliation after death and destruction following disputed elections in Kenya at the end of 2007. (38 min DVD)

“This is a very important film. We need to learn, indeed, from Imam Ashafa and Pastor James and multiply in a thousand places their experiences of healing and reconciliation.”

Kofi Annan
FORMER SECRETARY-GENERAL OF THE UNITED NATIONS.

**BONUS FEATURES:**

Two years later revisits the scene of conflict and reconciliation depicted in An African Answer. Inside the process explores the methodology depicted in An African Answer.